Q1. If a cow is not behaving in a way the handler wants her to, the handler should evaluate how he or she is communicating.
- True
- False

Q2. Which is not considered to be a best practice?
- Making your presence known by making noise to get the cow to move.
- Understanding herding animals do not like to be separated from the group.
- Utilizing the concept that cows like to go back to an area they just came from.

Q3. When stepping into a cow's pressure zone...
- she will move towards you.
- she will move away to protect this zone.

Q4. Each cow has her own pressure and flight zone.
- True
- False

Q5. You can increase the speed of a cow by...
- walking in the same direction.
- walking against their direction.

Q6. Research shows that it can take up to 40 minutes for a stressed cow to completely settle to a relaxed state.
- True
- False
Q7. What is the best way to move a herd of cows?

- Walking alongside the cow.
- Walking toward the cow from the front.
- Using a zig-zag technique. [Correct answer]
- Walking sporadically towards and away from the cows.